Phosphorylation of CKBBP2/CRIF1 by protein kinase CKII promotes cell proliferation.
CKII plays a significant role in cell proliferation and cell cycle control. In this report, yeast two-hybrid assay and pull-down assay demonstrate that CKBBP2/CRIF1 associates with the beta subunit of CKII in vitro and in vivo. Recombinant CKBBP2/CRIF1 is phosphorylated in vitro by purified CKII and by CKII inhibitor apigenin-sensitive protein kinase in HEK293 cell extract. Phosphoamino acid analysis and mutational analysis indicate that CKII phosphorylates serine at residue 221 within CKBBP2/CRIF1. Furthermore, serine to alanine mutation at residue 221 abrogates the phosphorylation of CKBBP2/CRIF1 observed in HEK293 cell extract, indicating that CKII is a major kinase that is responsible for phosphorylation of CKBBP2/CRIF1. As compared with the wild-type CKBBP2/CRIF1 or nonphosphorylatable mutant CKBBP2(S221A) (in which the serine-221 is replaced by alanine), overexpression of CKBBP2(S221E) in COS7 cells promotes cell proliferation. Taken together, the present results suggest that CKII may be involved in cell proliferation, at least in part, through the phosphorylation of serine-221 within CKBBP2/CRIF1.